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Designed, engineered and built to last

Using extruded aluminium for the framework which is
both corrosion resistant and highly durable, along with
drop forging/pressure die casting for the joints and
stainless steel components to hold everything together,
our awnings are strong and resilient, some would say
over engineered, we simply say built to last.

Fabrics are woven using the finest solution dyed
colourfast fibres, designed to last a lifetime. An invisible
protective coating around the fibres prevents dirt and
water from clinging to the surface, therefore creating a
self clean effect, ensuring our materials stay clean and
dry, in pristine condition.

Motorised operation via a wirefree transmitter allows

you to effortlessly extend and retract your awning,
maximising its use, while the addition of ambient
sensors including light & wind detectors, automatically
position your awning dependent on the climatic
conditions. 

An array of finishes, styles, colourways and options are
available to choose from allowing you to design your
very own bespoke awning that is tailored specifically to
meet your taste and requirements. For re-assurance
and peace of mind our awnings are all extensively and
rigorously tested to ensure they will withstand
everything that is thrown at them. Certified to both
TÜV and European standards our awnings meet and
exceed the most stringent quality demands.
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Enhance, protect and prolong the use of your terrace

Practical and stylish like a roof outstretching our
awnings extend to provide the ultimate alfresco living
space. Offering protection from the suns intense heat
our awnings keep you cool on even the hottest summer
days whilst offering shelter from those unexpected and
often persistent rain showers*. Damaging ultraviolet
rays are blocked providing optimum protection to the
skin whilst harsh light is filtered to stop unwanted glare. 

The adjoining internal room also benefits as our
awnings stop the suns heat rays reaching the glass,
reducing solar heat gain and naturally cooling the
internal environment along with protecting furnishings
from bleaching by the sun, all whilst maintaining the
view.

Optional accessories including ambient lighting and
infra-red heating enable you to use your terrace long
into the evening, whilst our pull out side screens
provide added seclusion and privacy. Our variable
valance awning additionally offers protection from low
winter sun. 

Add an eye catching and striking new dimension to the
façade that allows you to entertain in style and
sophistication come shower or shine, summer or
winter, day and night.
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The Outdoor Living Pod is a unique pergola structure with an adjustable and waterproof louvered roof
that allows you to use your terrace all year round, irrespective of the weather – sun, wind and rain.

The innovative louvered roof when closed is fully waterproof keeping you dry underneath. An invisible
guttering hidden within the structure framework provides effective drainage of water from the roof.
At the touch of a button the rigid louvers rotate upto 160° to provide precise sun control and
ventilation; keeping you cool no matter how intense the suns rays, cutting out glare irrespective of
the angle of the sun to provide comfort to your eyes and blocking the sun’s damaging UV rays to
ensure your skin remains safe.

Optional heavy duty roller blinds, neatly concealed within the structure framework containing a
unique zip locking mechanism lower to provide side sun protection and privacy from prying eyes
whilst also acting as an insect screen. And lighting and heating add-ons mean that even when the light
level drops or the chill starts to creep in, you can continue to use the Outdoor Living Pod comfortably. 

Finished in a stunning textured polyester powdercoated finish, the Outdoor Living Pod brings a touch
of class to any location and its superstrong aluminium and stainless steel construction ensures it will
withstand the bumps and knocks of even the busiest environment.
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© Copyright 2012 – We Love Exterior Blinds is a brand name of
Caribbean Blinds UK Ltd, registered in England No. 2192658 at
Woodhall Business Park, Sudbury, Suffolk. CO10 1WH. Information
correct at time of going to press. We reserve the right to make
changes without prior notification.
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